
A REVIEW OF THE DROID DNA CELLPHONE BY HTC

HTC Droid DNA review: HTC creates the most awesome Droid ever . and a mobile hot-spot app to share the phone's
4G LTE connection with.

Overall, HTC has created one of the best looking phones on the market before and after you turn it on. That
works out to pixels per inch, which handily beats every other phone available right now. To the left of the call
speaker is a circular notification light, which glows orange. Measuring in at 5. The size of this handset is by no
means a poor choice on the part of HTC, it just comes down to personal preference and what you want out of a
phone. To operate them, we needed a better grip on the DNA than on other phones with more pronounced
features. Login to submit a review! Video on the DNA looks mind-bogglingly clear. Though they may look
like a speaker grill, they actually serve no purpose but to candy up the eyes of passersby. Design and feel
There are many things you can fault an HTC phone for and we will , but design is rarely one of them. Though
the display measures 5 inches, there are very narrow bezels, which keep the phone narrow. The 2. Though this
is not a slippery handset, thanks to a soft-touch polycarbonate backing. HTC went out of its way to emphasize
that the DNA is "a smartphone, not a phablet," and we can definitely attest to that statement. Two red strips
littered with tiny holes sit on each side of the phone. The One series was beautifully crafted and each model
therein acted as a brilliant indication of HTC's renewed dedication; without skipping a beat, it was later
followed up with the colorful and visually stunning Windows Phone 8X , which has been readily endorsed by
Microsoft. More on that display. Dre's Beats do nothing for the phone's external speaker, which is found low
on the DNA's backside, and is plenty loud anyway. Droid is Verizon's brand, but HTC has constructed a slick
looking device with enviable specs and a mammoth high-resolution display. It can take a second to pry the
little bugger off, and it takes another second to shove it back into place. A few qualms aside, we're prepared to
say that there's still a lot to love about the Droid DNA.


